
 

 

       

              APPENDIX 2 
 

 
 
 
 

Nomination Contract Order 
from 

 [name of Storage Customer] 
to 

Gas Storage Denmark A/S 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Agreement ID: KON-[XXX]-[XXX] 
 



 

 

1. Storage Customer 
 
Name:   [XXX]  
Address:   [XXX] 
Postcode and town:  [XXX]  
CVR no.:   [XXX] 
GLN no.:   [XXX] 

 
 

2. Contract period 
 
The effect start time for this Nomination Contract Order is:  
 
[DAY-MON-YYYY] at 06:00 hours 
 
Once confirmed by Gas Storage Denmark (“GSD”), this Nomination Contract Order shall constitute a 
Nomination Contract for the exchange of nomination messages between the Storage Customer and 
GSD. The Nomination Contract shall be effective until the Nomination Contract is terminated or changed 
in accordance with RGS clause 7.1.1RGS clause 7.1.1. 

 
 

3. Shipper Code 
 
The Storage Customer may nominate to the following Counterparties’ Shipper Codes in the Energinet 
Gas TSO’s Transmission System in the Energinet Gas TSO’s Transmission System: 
 
[DSxxxxxx] 
[DSxxxxxx] 
[DSxxxxxx] 
[DSxxxxxx] 
[DSxxxxxx] 
[DSxxxxxx] 
 
Based on the Storage Customer’s specification of a Counterparty’s Shipper Code(s),, GSD shall establish 
at least at least two Shipper Code Pairs. A Shipper Code Pair shall comprise a Storage Customer’s 
Shipper Code (LTXXXXXX) and the Counterparty’s Shipper Code (DSXXXXXX).  
 

 If the Storage Customer’s Shipper Code is mentioned first in the Shipper Code Pair, the Storage 
Customer is entitled to nominate withdrawal of Natural Gas from the Storage Point using the 
Shipper Code Pair.  

 
 If the Counterparty’s Shipper Code is mentioned first in the Shipper Code Pair, the Storage 

Customer is entitled to nominate injection of Natural Gas into the Storage Point using the 
Shipper Code Pair. 

 
 
4. Reduction principle 
 
In case there are multiple Counterparties’ Shipper Codes notified in clause 3 above and GSD reduces 
the Storage Customer’s total Nominations for all Shipper Code Pairs in an Hour in an Hour, the hourly 
reduction shall be allocatedallocated among the Shipper Code Pairs in accordance with one of the 
following two principles: 
 

 [PRO RATA]. The reductionNominations shall be allocatedreduced in proportion to the received 
Nominations per as the Nomination the relevant Counterparty’sShipper Code(s) listed in clause 
3; or Pair; or  

 
 [PRIORITISED]. The reduction shall be allocated to the Counterparty’s Shipper Code listed last 

in clause 3, until there is no more reduction to allocate or the Nomination has been reduced to 
zero (0). Any remaining not allocated reduction shall be allocated to the second last 
Counterparty’s Shipper Code listed in clause 3, until there is no more reduction to allocate or 



 

 

the Nomination has been reduced to zero (0) and so on until the reduction has been fully 
allocated The reduction shall be allocated to the Counterparty’s Shipper Code listed last in clause 
3, until there is no more reduction to allocate or the Nomination has been reduced to zero (0). 
Any remaining not allocated reduction shall be allocated to the second last Counterparty’s 
Shipper Code listed in clause 3, until there is no more reduction to allocate or the Nomination 
has been reduced to zero (0), and so on until the reduction has been fully allocated. 

5. Acceptance of the Nomination Guide 
 
By signing of this Nomination Contract Order, the Storage Customer accepts that the Storage Customer’s 
Nominations shall be made in accordance with the Nomination Guide applicable at any time. 
 
 
6. Other information 
 
The Nomination Contract Order follows the version of the RGS applicable at any time.  
 
 
7. Signature 
 
 
 
                ,          /     / 2021 
                ,          /     / 2021 
 
 
[name of Storage Customer]:    
 
 
________________________                                 
[Name and title of employee] 
 
 

  

 


